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The Ukraine war has realigned economic priorities: countries are scrambling to secure stable food and energy supplies.  
The EC aims to replace 100 bn m3 of Russian gas this year by tapping alternative supply sources (such as LNG from the US) 
and boosting capacity in renewables.  Non-renewable production is being ramped up everywhere to plug the immediate 
gaps, but the energy shock is a huge boost for renewables, including wind and solar power. Figures 1 and 2 show the impact 
of efficiency measures and the relative efficiency of various energy sources.

Figure 1: Changing Habits vs Changing Technology Figure 2: Energy Efficiency

One of the most effective ways of curbing CO2 emissions is greater efficiency in energy usage from any source – by 
insulating homes, turning down heating, and using less hot water.

Non-renewables are also highly efficient; but some of the greenest technologies are also paradoxically dependent on the 
increasingly volatile climate.  Until large scale energy storage becomes cost-effective, diversity in technologies is critical 
to ensure stable supplies from renewable sources.

Consensus credit ratings cover 41 wind companies and 51 solar companies.  Figure 3 shows the Investment Grade (IG) High 
Yield (HY) balance for each.

Figure 3: Mar-22 IG/HY balance; Wind and Solar

Over 80% of the companies in the wind power 
consensus aggregate have an investment grade 
rating.  

More than half of companies in the solar power 
consensus aggregate are investment grade.

The proportion of investment grade companies 
in the Conventional Electricity sector in various 
geographies is typically in the range of 60% to 
70%.

For traditional Oil & Gas companies, the 
investment grade proportion is 47%.
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Figure 4 shows credit trends for these wind and solar companies.

Figure 4: Credit Trends; Wind and Solar
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At the beginning of the COVID crisis, average 
solar company credit risk increased 26%. 
Credit quality modestly improved from early 
2021 but this has faded in recent months.

The pandemic had less impact on wind 
company credit risk, deteriorating from Mar-
20 to Nov-21. Recent months show signs of 
stabilisation and possible improvement.

The Ukraine war is changing the credit 
landscape – any shift towards green energy 
is likely to be reflected in major credit 
improvements in these aggregates.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 shows Credit Consensus Ratings and country of risk for some of the companies included in these 
aggregates.

Figure 5.1 Solar Companies Figure 5.2 Wind Companies

Companies on this list have limited or no rating agency coverage, so the Credit Consensus Rating shown here may be the 
most robust (or only) estimate of credit available.

Consensus Credit Ratings from Credit Benchmark are available via Bloomberg on CRDT <GO>, covering 30,000 Corporate 
and Financial issuers, many of them otherwise unrated.

About Credit Benchmark 

Credit Benchmark brings together internal credit risk views from 40+ of the world’s leading financial institutions. The contributions are anonymized, 
aggregated, and published in the form of entity-level Credit Consensus Ratings (CCRs) and aggregate analytics to provide an independent, real-world 
perspective of risk. CCRs are available for 60,000+ financials, corporate, funds, and sovereign entities globally across emerging and developed markets, 
and 90% of the entities covered are otherwise unrated.
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Credit Consensus Ratings 
and Analytics

Real-world risk views with unparalleled 
consensus coverage. 
Credit Benchmark provides Credit Consensus Ratings and Analytics 
based on contributed risk views from 40+ of the world’s leading financial 
institutions, including 15 GSIBs, domiciled in the US, Continental Europe, 
Switzerland, UK, Japan, Canada, Australia and South Africa.

For regulatory and business reasons, these financial institutions have 
each created their own regulated internal credit rating agency to assess 
the creditworthiness of tens of thousands of obligors. Credit Benchmark 
collects, aggregates and anonymises this information to provide an 
independent, real-world perspective of risk, delivered twice monthly to our 
partners. 

Credit Benchmark fills an information gap left open by traditional credit 
risk content providers by offering a timely, comprehensive view of credit 
risk which proves complementary to issuer-paid rating agencies and third 
party model vendors. The first of its kind “credit consensus” data reflects the 
expertise of more than 20,000 credit analysts across the contributing group 
– a powerful example of the wisdom of crowds. 

Credit Consensus Ratings and Analytics are available on over 60,000 
corporate, financial, fund and sovereign entities globally, most of which are 
unrated by credit rating agencies.

Data that works for you 

Credit Benchmark data is available via our Web App, Excel add-in, API, flat-
file download, and third-party channels including Bloomberg. 

Data Use Cases

 › Counterparty Risk Management

 › Credit Risk Management

 › Systematic Credit Trading

 › Securities Finance

 › Supply Chain Risk

 › Trade Credit Insurance 

 › Fund Management

 › Regulation, RWA & Capital

 › Onboarding, KYC & Relationship 
Management

 › Point-in-Time (PIT) Impairments 

 › Accounts Payable & Receivable 

10 Million
Contributed Credit Risk 
Estimates Per Year
40 Million+ Estimates 
Collected Since Launch

60,000+
Entities Covered

2x
Twice Monthly 
Frequency

75%
Unrated by Major 
Credit Rating Agencies

1,200+
Aggregates

120+
Countries

80+
Months of Data

50+
Data Metrics

40+
Contributing 
Financial Institutions
Representing a Pool 
of 20,000+ Credit 
Analysts

Contact us to learn more and to start a trial of Credit Benchmark data  
by clicking here or email info@creditbenchmark.com
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Data that works for you:

Credit Benchmark data is available via our Web App, Excel  
add-in, API, flat-file download, and third-party channels 
including Bloomberg.

Contact us to learn more and to start a trial of our data.

Contact

For more information, visit 
www.creditbenchmark.com  
or contact us:

Email:
info@creditbenchmark.com 

UK Office (London):
+44 (0)20 7099 4322

US Office (New York):
+1 646 661 3383

Credit Benchmark Web App: Entity-Level Data Sample

Credit Benchmark Web App: Data Screen Sample

Credit Consensus Rating:  
Unique measure of 
creditworthiness based on 
the views of 40+ leading 
global financial institutions 
 
Consensus Analytics:  
Insights into the depth, 
dispersion, movement, 
and directionality of the 
Credit Consensus Rating’s 
underlying views

Opinion Indicator: Month 
over month observation-level 
net downgrades or upgrades

Negative Opinion Indicator 
flagged ahead of downgrades 

from S&P and Fitch

Quickly filter the database of 
60,000+ legal entities

Combine qualitative and 
quantitative fields to screen 

for entities that meet your 
criteria

Screen for public and non-
publicly rated entities within 

specific geographies, industries, 
sectors and within your defined 

rating thresholds 

Real-world risk views with 
unparalleled consensus coverage
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